[24], [25] , CMAs are straightforward to implement, robust, and computationally of modest complexity. Quite soon, the algorithms were also applied to blind beamforming (spatial source separation), which gave rise to the similar constant modulus array [21] . An extensive literature exists, but it will not be cited here; instead, we refer to the special issue of the P signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). However,
[ 24] , [25] , CMAs are straightforward to implement, robust, and computationally of modest complexity. Quite soon, the algorithms were also applied to blind beamforming (spatial source separation), which gave rise to the similar constant modulus array [21] . An extensive literature exists, but it will not be cited here; instead, we refer to the special issue of the P R OCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, October 1998, and, in particular, [10] , [26] , and references therein. Despite ! its effectiveness and apparent simplicity, adaptive implementations " of the CMA come along with several complicating # factors that have never really been solved. In particular, con # vergence can be slow (order hundreds of samples) at an unpredictable " speed depending on initialization, and the step size may $ have to be tuned to avoid stability problems. For the purpose " of blind source separation, an additional complication is that % only a single source is found at a time. To recover the other signals successively or in parallel, the previous solutions have to be & removed from the data, or independence constraints must be introduced, with additional complications for the convergence [11] , [14] [15] [16] , [21] , [23] .
The algebraic constant modulus algorithm (ACMA) was introduced The 2 potential performance of the CMA receiver, i.e., the minima $ of the modulus error cost function to which the adaptive CMA 3 tries to converge, has been studied in detail recently in 0 a series of papers by Tong, Johnson, and others [7] , [9] , [18] , [32] , [33] . These papers provide quantitative evidence for the observation already made by Godard that the minima of 4 the constant modulus cost function are often very near the (nonblind)
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Wiener receivers or linear minimum mean square error 6 (LMMSE) receivers. Although very promising, the performance of ACMA has not been & studied so far, except empirically and with seemingly contradicting % conclusions [17] , [22] . In this paper, we make a start at a theoretical analysis by investigating the asymptotic properties of analysis is based on a reformulation of ACMA as a fourth-order statistics method. As such, it can be directly deri 7 ved from the CMA cost function by replacing the nonlinear optimization 4 by two steps: a linear one in which a subspace is found, followed by a nonlinear optimization restricted to this % subspace. This reformulation shows that ACMA is closely related 8 to the JADE algorithm by Cardoso and Souloumiac [4] , which is a well-known blind beamforming algorithm for separating independent non-Gaussian sources. We sketch the % relations between the two algorithms. This complements the % known relations between JADE and the larger class of algebraic fourth-order cumulant-based separation techniques based & on contrasts or cumulant matching [5] , [6] , [12] , [19] , [20] , [30] , [31] , [34] ; see [2] and [3] for an overview. An inspiring start to this analysis was found in [20] and [30] , in which 9 relations between several fourth-order source separation algorithms are investigated, including CMA and JADE. In these % papers, the algorithms are placed in a common framework of 4 least squares matching of fourth-order cumulants, where the % beamformer after a prewhitening step is constrained to be unitary @ . The essential role played by this prewhitening step (in fact, the prewhitening suggested in [20] is inaccurate) is not noted in [20] and [30] . Indeed, it will be shown here that the precise " choice of the prewhitening is crucial for the asymptotic con 
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Then, (11) is equivalent to finding all that % satisfy This is a linear system of equations, subject to a quadratic constraint.
The linear system is overdetermined once , T and we 9 will assume that this is the case. In general outline, the ACMA technique solves this problem using @ the following steps. 1) First, Solve the Linear System . Note that there are at least independent solutions to the linear system, namely ,
.
In addition, however, a linear combination of these solutions 
Y B. Whitening and Rank Reduction
A crucial aspect of the above technique is that the basis should not contain other components than the desired ; otherwise, we cannot pose the problem as a joint diagonalization.
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For this, it is essential that there are precisely linearly independent solutions to and This prewhitening is such that is unity: , T a nd it also reduces the dimension of from G ro 8 ws to rows. After prewhitening, we can continue with the algorithm, as outlined before. The 2 resulting algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2 . In comparison with the outline, an additional ingredient is the prefiltering, for which an SVD of the data matrix is needed. The prefiltering is primarily used to reduce the dimension. The preference The ACMA procedure outlined in the previous section was deri 7 ved for the noiseless case. With noise, the same algorithm is used @ unchanged, but obviously, the resulting beamformers will be & noise-perturbed as well. The analysis of their properties is facilitated if we write these as the solutions of an optimization problem.
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This will also point out the correspondence to CMA. The 2 CMA cost function is usually defined as [24] E is diagonal and constructed without much additional effort. The resulting algorithm is summarized in Fig. 3 . 
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. This technique was proposed in [13] . shows the root mean squared error of the DOA estimate of the first source and the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) for this model [13] . It is seen that the estimate from ACMA is biased so that its performance saturates as , 
